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I’m writing this at 8.00 p.m. and the outside 
temperature is around 25c. A lovely warm 
evening in England and who would want to 

be anywhere else? Long may it last.
The big NHS topic at present is the number 

of failing hospitals. Reading the reports (Francis 
and Keogh) and listening to the failings of the 
Care Quality Commission, it seems that the 
NHS is unable to provide good quality care. 
Going into hospital appears to carry a huge risk. 
The truth, of course, is that the vast majority of 
hospitals	provide	first	class	care	and	have	an	
excellent record of service to their patients. It 
cannot be denied that there have been failures 
but they are in truth, few and far between. 

In the Keogh report published recently, 14 
hospitals	were	identified	where	there	were	
excess deaths between 2005 and 2012. 11 
of those hospitals have been placed under 
‘special measures’ and have been instructed to 
improve their performance. Who is to blame for 
these failings and who will be held to account? 
Don’t jump to any conclusions too quickly. The 
doctors and nurses were overwhelmed with 
work, what should they have done? Employ 
more doctors or nurses is the most obvious 
answer. That is not their job, their job is patient 
care and treatment. They can only do so much - 
they do what they can and report their concerns 
to management. And herein lies the answer 
- management could do something about the 
lack of trained staff, poor equipment and record 
keeping. Management are to blame for most of 
the failings because they ignored the pleas of 
staff and worried only about saving money and 
reaching targets. We only have one hospital in 
the northern region which hit the headlines in 
the Keogh report, North Cumbria (Carlisle) and 
here’s what was reported in the Telegraph:  The 
manager: Chief executive Carole Heatly, who 
had been in position since 2008, left in June 
2011 when she was seconded to the Advancing 
Quality Alliance. She had been on a salary of 
£185,000 with a £906,000 pension pot. Interim 
chief executive Neil Goodwin’s consultancy 
was then paid £235,000 for his services for the 
rest	of	the	financial	year.	Another	interim	chief	
executive was then put in place, prior to the 
trust’s takeover by Northumberland Healthcare.

It’s not as if there was a shortage of money! 
How can people be paid such exorbitant sums 

and still get it wrong? How many nurses could be 
employed for that sum of money?

I’ve got to ease away from this subject now as 
my blood pressure is creeping up a bit...

I have a message for all of the doctors and 
nurses who are currently employed in one of 
the failing trusts and I hope you will join me in 
delivering it: We know that you want to deliver 
the best possible healthcare to your patients. 
We	know	that	the	failure	of	your	trust	reflects	
badly on you personally and we suspect that 
the	finger	of	blame	won’t	point	where	it	should.	
Be a part of the recovery of your trust and be 
proud to be instrumental in turning around the 
reputation of your hospital. You have a great 
opportunity to contribute to making your hospital 
one of the best and gaining respect while making 
a difference. Your patients need you now more 
than ever.

In closing, I would like to announce that I have 
been appointed chair of Healthwatch County 
Durham. Healthwatch is the new independent 
consumer champion for health and social care 
and is watching very carefully all over the country 
to observe and report on health and social care 
provision standards. If you have any concerns 
about health or social care in your area, contact 
you local Healthwatch, contact details online 
from www.healthwatch.co.uk

That’s all for now. Keep well and healthy, enjoy 
the Summer and this cram packed LIVErNEWS.

John Bedlington

p.s. There is a great opportunity to become 
involved in future research, see page 18.

It has been proven that patients involved in 
research do better even when taking placebos, 
so it is worth considering being a participant.

(Photo below shows John with Dr Stuart 
McPherson, whose talk slides are in this issue)

Chair’s letter
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In Memoriam: Eddie Richardson 
It is with great sadness that I write this tribute to the late Edward 
Johnson Richardson. Eddie died on 17th May having lived a full 
and active life. Both Eddie and Nancy, his late wife who died 16th 
October 2010, were founder members of LIVErNORTH. Early in 
1994, it was their daughter Lesley who sent out the letters inviting 
people to come along to a meeting in the Freeman Hospital, hosted 
by Professor Oliver James, with a view to discussing the possibility 
of establishing a support group for liver patients in the North East. 
Nineteen years on and LIVErNORTH is thriving, thanks in no 
short measure to the constant support of people like Eddie and 
Nancy. Nancy had a transplant on 16th October 1993 and with the 
wonderful support of Eddie and that of their children, Anne, Fraser 
and Lesley, she became a shining example of how the ‘Gift of Life’ 
should be embraced through living a life which was the epitome 
of love and happiness. Eddie achieved so much success during 
his	life,	yet	he	was	a	modest,	dignified	gentleman	whose	integrity	
and honesty was valued by all who were fortunate enough to have 
known him. Without doubt the world is a better place because of 
the contribution Eddie made to it and it follows that his loss will be 
sorely felt by everyone whose life he touched. Our thoughts and 
prayers are with Anne, Fraser, Lesley and all the family.

Joan Bedlington
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I have recently been diagnosed with Primary Biliary Cirrhosis, I live in Australia now but came from 
Amble in Northumberland originally (where my Mum still lives). I have found very little in the way of 
support here in Aus and as a Mum of 2 youngish children (10 and 6) it has been a very scary time. I 
was	so	pleased	to	find	your	website	and	I	have	ordered	your	DVD	on	PBC	to	be	sent	to	my	Mum	and	
she will forward it to me out here. I would love to receive your newsletters and any other up to date 
research or information you have – only sorry I can’t attend your meetings and talks, would have been 
so good to meet others in a similar situation. PBC is so rare here, my GP has virtually no knowledge 
of it and has never treated a patient with it. I do however have a good gastroenterologist, but even 
she has only around 3 patients with PBC. I read there was more frequency of this condition in the 
north east of England than anywhere in the world!
Anyway thank you to all who put together all of the information on your website and newsletters, and 
it would be great to hear any news from your organisation,
Kind regards
DK

I have been diagnosed with PBC and recently read a BMJ article of fatigue with PBC – I nearly cried it 
so outlined exactly how I feel.  Some others suggested to contact yourselves with regard to a helpful 
CD that you issue. Could you please tell me the cost and how I go about getting one. I go to a PBC 
support group and I am sure they would be interested to hear of your work. I would love to receive 
your newsletter and I would be delighted to receive this by email to save your posting costs if this is 
possible. I look forward to hearing from you. 
Kind regards and many thanks for all the work you do for us all.
AM

I would like to say a huge thank you to Joan Bedlington for putting me in touch with Tilly when I 
contacted your e mail address the other week. Your kindness has saved me many nights awake with 
worry and anxiety so thank you for e mailing me straight back the other night. Tilly has been very 
helpful. Thank you to you all.
D (email).

Thank you so much for the DVD. It has answered a lot of my questions about PBC and I understand 
more about the disease. I have enclosed a cheque to cover the cost.
CE, Notts.

Dear LIVErNORTH,
Thank	you	very	much	for	the	use	of	the	flat	at	a	very	difficult	time.
SW, Cumbria.

Dear LIVErNORTH,
Please	find	enclosed	a	cheque...for	your	excellent	DVD	on	PBC.	It	answered	a	lot	of	questions	we	
were looking for answers for.
Thank you
DG, Tyne & Wear

Letters

✍
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Thank you from the Morrison family
After a cheque went missing LIVErNORTH received the following email from the 
Morrison family:

I	have	finally	posted	a	new	cheque	off	today,	for	£1935,	issued	by	my	sister,	
Lynne Hutchinson of which we would like £1500 to go to Mr. Manas fund and the 
rest to LIVErNORTH.
Alan is back in hospital at the time of writing this with some health problems that 
we hope can be sorted but he has been doing well.
Alan had a successful liver transplant in May 2012 following four years of illness 
where we nearly lost him several times. Family members decided to try to give 
something back in gratitude for all the care Alan has received over the years and 
organised a fundraising pie and pea supper at Blakelaw Social Club. The Club 
offered us the Function room free of charge on a choice of two dates, One being 
17th August which we chose as it was the Anniversary of the death of our brother 
Michael	who	also	died	of	liver	disease	and	we	thought	it	was	a	fitting	tribute.	
Many local businesses supported our cause and donated a prize which we used 
in	a	raffle.	While	organising	the	event	was	hard	work,	it	was	also	lovely	to	get	
friends and family together for a Celebration and to raise awareness of liver 
disease and to raise funds. The event, as you know, raised £1935!
Once again, good wishes for the future,
Regards
Val Morrison

The photograph below shows Alan (back, left) and his family, LIVErNORTH extends an 
enormous thank you to them for all the time and effort it clearly must have taken to make 
the event such a huge success.
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Party in the Paddock
The annual charity event, ‘Party in the Paddock’ in its 4th year, as at 
2012, has raised a total of £34,653.00 for local Cancer Charities. Those 
who	have	benefited	from	the	funds	raised	are:
2009 & 2010 North of England Childrens Cancer Research (NECCR)
2011  NECCR &The Bobby Robson Foundation
2012  NECCR & Professor D M Manas, LIVErNORTH

Each year half the money raised is given to NECCR which, in turn, gives 
small donations to Macmillan Childrens Cancer, Clic Sargeant and Ward 
16 at the RVI.

John Wark, who has been treated at the Freeman Hospital, and his wife 
Helen are amongst those who organise the event together with Tony and 
Glenda Vescio, who sadly lost their 17 year old daughter to cancer in 
2003. Alan and Dianne Sharkey also play a large part in the organising 
of this event as well as allowing it to take place on their land. Michael 
Burton of the singing band, Family Affair, provides live music and Sharron 
Johnson together with family members and friends help out, not only with 
the build up to and aftermath of the event, but also assist on the actual 
day.

As mentioned, there is live music, which is performed on a wagon stage 
and provided free of charge by local bands - it is greatly appreciated.
Approximately 900 people attend on the day of the ‘Party in the 
Paddock’taking	part	in	various	fund	raising	activities:	raffles,	domino	
cards, pony rides, tug of war, face painting. Kind donations are also 
received from local businesses.
It does take a great deal of organising, but it is a fantastic day/night and it 
is well worth the work entailed - especially for such a good cause.

J. Wark
Party in the Paddock.

(LIVErNORTH received a cheque for £4111.00 and a further donation of 
£750 from Barclays Match Fund. Again, a huge thank you is due to all the 
people involved in raising these much needed funds. The donation has 
been allocated the Professor Derek Manas’ Cancer Research Fund.)
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Meetings are open to all liver patients and those who support them. They are friendly, 
relaxed and non-judgmental. We may not all have the same liver disease, but many of us 
have similar symptoms and challenges. As well as a talk about a particular aspect of liver 
disease, for those who want there is always time for tea or coffee and a chat. Many of us 
find	it	helpful	to	be	in	the	company	of	others	with	similar	issues,	and	it	is	always	interesting	
to hear the speakers (even when they are not talking about our own liver disease!). 

All meetings are held on Wednesday evenings, opening at 7pm with the talk at around 
7.30. They are held in the Functions Rooms (137/138) on Level 1 at the Freeman Hospital 
unless stated. 

If you are coming from the Main Entrance which is on Level 2 you should take the lift (or 
the stairs) down to Level 1. Coming out of the lift you turn left (right from the stairs) and 
go through the double doors into the corridor of the Education Department. You walk to 
the	far	end	of	this	corridor,	passing	various	classrooms,	offices	and	female	toilets.	You	
then turn right through double doors and the Functions Room is on the left hand side.  
Unfortunately the doors to the corridor are often locked by 7pm, and if that is the case you 
need to go out of the exit double doors on Level 1 and turn right and walk to the double 
doors just past the portakabin. If you are coming by car, you drive to the roundabout inside 
the	grounds	and	take	the	first	exit	past	the	various	staff	car	parks.	There	are	tokens	in	this	
newsletter which allow you to park for FREE in the Multi-storey car park, Levels 1 and 2 
(at the back of the hospital on the way to the Cancer Care Unit). Walk back out of the car 
park and follow the road round to a set of double doors (you have driven past them, they 
are near a portakabin) and go through these doors and another two sets of double doors 
and the Functions Room is ahead on the left hand side.

11 September 7.00pm  Professor Julia Newton, Managing Fatigue in Clinical  
    Practice
28 September 1.00pm  LIVErNORTH Fair
23 October 7.00pm  Dr Pete Thelwell, NAFLD
10 November 3.00pm  Transplant/Donor Families Thanksgiving Service, 
    St. George’s, Jesmond.
8 December 2.30pm  LIVErNORTH Carol Service. Freeman Chapel
11 December     6.30pm  LIVErNORTH Christmas Dinner will be at 
    6.30 for 7pm, Freeman Dining Room.

If you have any ideas for talks in 2014 please contact me and I will do my best to 
organise.  I really would like to get speakers who will speak on subjects which are 
of particular interest to you so I look forward to hearing from you.

Tilly Hale, 01670 714901, tilly.liveliver@gmail.com

LIVErNorth Meetings 2013
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1 October        12-200 Bishop Auckland General Hospital.  Speaker will be Dr Laura  
	 	 	 Griffiths.		Please	note	this	will	be	held	in	the	Lecture	Theatre		
	 	 	 on	the	same	floor	as	the	Common	Room	where	we	usually		
   meet.  If you use the lift in the Education Department you come  
   into the corridor, turn left past the Ladies’ toilets and continue  
   along the corridor and you will come to the Lecture Theatre.

5 November   12-2.00  Freeman Hospital, Postgraduate Functions Room, Level 1.  
   Prof. Julia Newton.

All the meetings are open to everyone.  Tea, coffee, orange juice and biscuits are served, 
and	we	have	a	small	raffle	–	the	proceeds	of	this	are	given	to	Professor	David	Jones’	PBC	
Research Fund.  Please feel free to bring your own sandwich.

PLEASE NOTE:   We are able to park without paying at Newcastle Freeman Hospital, 
but due to changes in the parking plans it is now essential that I give car registrations to 
Freeman Security and then you are asked to park in the Multi-storey Car Park, at the back 
of the Hospital.  Obviously, if you have a disabled badge and are able to obtain a space 
in the front car park you may prefer to do this, but to make sure you do not have to pay it 
would be wise to contact me at least three weeks prior to the Newcastle meetings so that 
I can pass your details on to Security.  PLEASE DO NOT PAY AT THE PARKING METER 
AS I CANNOT REFUND THIS – JUST PARK THE CAR AND AS LONG AS I HAVE HAD 
YOUR CAR REGISTRATION FREEMAN SECURITY WILL KNOW ABOUT YOU AND 
YOU WILL NOT BE CHARGED FOR PARKING WITHOUT A TICKET.  

At	Sunderland	and	Bishop	Auckland	we	have	to	pay.		Parking	at	Sunderland	is	difficult	but	
Bishop Auckland is usually quite easy.

Tilly Hale, 016670 714901, tilly.liveliver@gmail.com
     

PBC Diary Dates 2013
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The DVD continues to be very popular and we have just ordered a new batch 
which will take us to 400. This DVD goes out to all parts of the UK and also to 
Europe and Australia.  We also have a version which is suitable for use in the 
USA and Canada.  

The DVD was produced thanks to a donation of £3,000 by Harold Hueston 
who was the widower of a PBC woman in Northern Ireland.  Neither Harold nor 
Hannah ever attended a LIVErNORTH meeting but Hannah and I met once at 
a conference in Ireland and after that we kept up a regular telephone friendship 
over quite a few years. Hannah was always very interested in the goings-on 
at LIVErNORTH and was very grateful to Prof David Jones who occasionally 
answered questions that she would send to him.  When Hannah died Harold 
decided that he should give donations to the local hospital who had looked after 
her and also to LIVErNORTH for the support we had given her.  It was decided 
that a DVD on PBC would be a really good way forward and a lot of work was 
put into this by David and Prof Julia Newton and one of their team, Ruth Pearce, 
who compiled the story board and did a lot of the background work.  We were 
very	fortunate	that	Ruth’s	brother,	Jonathan	Allan,	runs	a	media	company,	Batfish	
Media, who produce DVDs and he and his wife came to Newcastle and spent 
several	days	putting	the	DVD	together.		Batfish	continue	to	produce	the	extra	
DVDs when we need them and are going to be involved in the general liver 
disease DVD.
When	Harold	saw	the	DVD	for	the	first	time	he	was	very	emotional	and	said	

that he just wished it had been around when Hannah was alive as he knew it 
would have been a great help to her.  This sentiment is repeated by many people 
who have seen the DVD, both patients and family members and friends.  For a 
lot of people it answers questions that they did not even realise they had!  For 
family and friends it helps to explain why the patient is the way she or he is.

It has continued to fund itself because although we do not actually charge for it 
we explain how the costs are made up and the majority of people are very happy 
to make a donation to cover the cost of the DVD and the postage, so that we do 
not use regular LIVErNORTH funds to produce it.

If you would like a copy please do get in touch.
Tilly Hale, tilly.liveliver@gmail.com, 01670 714901

PBC DVD
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Here we are heading into summer – or that’s 
what the date tells me, although with all the 
various changes weather it is debatable as to 
just where we are in the year.

However, I do know that the Autumn Fair will 
take place in September.  Our patron, Denise 
Robertson, will open the Fair (yes, I have it in 
my diary to remind her from early August, after 
my memory lapse last year!).  Thank you to all 
those who have already given me prizes for 
the tombola, and if anyone has unwanted gifts 
which would be suitable I would be delighted 
to take them off you.  The tombola is always a 
great success, but it does need lots of prizes 
(200 is a good number).  It brings out the 
competitive streak in lots of people, including 
my granddaughter.  She comes to help on the 
stall, but also to eye up the prizes and spend 
her money, and her parents’ money, and her 
Granny’s money.  She loves to go home with a 
bag	of	prizes	which	she	is	confident	will	make	
ideal Christmas presents for various family 
members (including the aforementioned parents 
and Granny).  More details about the Fair and 
the	selling	of	raffle	tickets	can	be	found	later	in	
the newsletter and as always we are looking for 
volunteers to help sell the tickets in the Freeman 
Charity Booth and to run stalls at the Fair.  Of 
course we also need lots of customers so even if 
you cannot help with the work of the Fair please 
do come along and bring your friends and your 
money.  It is a good afternoon out and all the 
money	raised	is	used	for	the	benefit	of	liver	
patients in a variety of ways.

Later in the newsletter you will see that quite 
a lot has been happening at LIVErNORTH and 
with aspects of liver disease recently.  The 
MRC (Medical Research Council) has given a 
massive £6,000,000 grant to the UK PBC Group 
of which Professor David Jones is the Chairman; 
the Rituximab trial is now well underway but 
more volunteers are needed to take part in the 
research; the PBC DVD is now into yet another 
run – we are now ordering another one hundred 
which takes us to 400, and work is progressing 
on the general liver disease DVD for which we 
received funding from Eddie Richardson, widow 
of our dear Nancy.  (Sadly Eddie died in May 

and you will see a memorial notice elsewhere.)  
There have been changes to the committee 
with the resignations of Betty Norman and Julie 
Pyburn and the election of Yvonne Gray.  Fiona 
Hale has become a non-voting member of the 
committee – as the editor of this newsletter 
we felt it was right that she should be able to 
attend committee meetings.  We would like to 
give our sincere thanks to Betty and Julie for 
their work over the years.  Julie will continue 
to organise the Christmas Dinner and will look 
after the refreshments at our general meetings 
and we are very grateful to her for this.  Anyone 
attending clinics may have seen our new 
notice boards, complete with a photograph of 
our Patron, Denise Robertson, and displaying 
our	various	leaflets	and	notices.		We	also	
have a noticeboard at James Cook Hospital in 
Middlesbrough and this has proved very popular.   
Yvonne Gray has taken on the care of the notice 
boards	and	will	ensure	that	leaflets	are	always	
available.  

As you can see, LIVErNORTH continues to be 
an active group, and if there is any area in which 
you feel we might be able to do more please do 
let us have your ideas.  After all, LIVErNORTH is 
your group.

Kind regards,
Tilly Hale, tilly.liveliver@gmail.com, 01670 

714901

Another day done
All targets met

All systems fully operational
All	customers	satisfied

All staff keen and well motivated
All	pigs	fed	and	ready	to	fly....

Tilly Tattle

Motivational?
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2013 Raffle Ticket selling
As every year, we have booked the Charity Booth at Freeman Hospital (opposite 
the	lifts	to	the	wards)	to	sell	raffle	tickets	which	will	be	drawn	at	the	LIVErNORTH	
Annual Fair on Saturday, 28 September, opening at 1pm.
We do need volunteers to help sell the tickets.  This is not as bad as it sounds 
–	the	Charity	Booth	has	a	steady	flow	of	people	visiting	the	wards.		We	always	
manage to have at least two people selling on each night, but obviously up to 
four makes it very easy.  Selling is from approximately 6.30 to 8.30pm (visiting 
finishes	at	8pm	so	this	is	a	good	time	to	catch	people	as	they	leave	the	wards).
If you could help on any of the following dates please let me know.

Wednesday  24 July
Monday        29 July
Friday             2 August
Wednesday    7 August
Monday         12 August
Wednesday   21 August
Wednesday   28 August
Friday              6 September
Wednesday    18 September
Monday          23 September

Please do help if you can.  Selling at the Charity Booth raises approximately an 
extra £1,000 for our charity.
Many thanks,
Tilly Hale (01670 714901 – tilly.liveliver@gmail.com)

________________________________________________________________

Things kids write!

Seen in a geography essay:

‘The closest town to France is Dover. You can get to France on a train or you can 
go on a fairy.’

And in science:

‘Helicopters are cleverer than planes. Not only can they fly through the air, they 
can also hoover.’
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As many PBC patients know, Professor Julia Newton has now 
moved to work at the General Hospital.  She is the Dean of Clinical 
Medicine and Clinical Professor of Ageing and Medicine and is 
looking at improving ways of improving fatigue management.

Julia has been involved in the PBC Clinic with Prof David Jones 
since 2005.  The initial reason for her inclusion in the clinic was 
to focus on improving fatigue management and quality of life as 
a consequence.  Over the eight years she has been in the clinic 
the management of fatigue in PBC has been revolutionised with a 
large number of publications, production of the PBC DVD and the 
inclusion of a treatment pathway in the European PBC Guidelines.  
As our understanding of fatigue in PBC has increased, and with its 
recognition	as	a	real	and	significant	problem	in	this	patient	group	
has come the recognition that fatigue is also a problem in other 
chronic diseases such as early renal disease, musculoskeletal 
diseases etc.  As a result the hospital has developed a plan to 
expand fatigue management in other conditions in a similar way 
that pain clinics manage pain, whatever the origin of the pain. Julia 
is therefore moving to the Campus for Ageing and Vitality at the 
General Hospital on the Westgate Road in Newcastle to deliver a 
Fatigue Cresta Clinic – details of what a Cresta Clinic is are on the 
following link – http://www.ncl.ac.uk/iah/about/facilities/cresta.htm.

Fatigued PBC patients will be referred to this clinic where 
appropriate and Julia continues to collaborate with Dave Jones in a 
number of research projects.

Her PBC patients are very sorry to see her leave the PBC Clinic 
but are delighted that problems of fatigue are now been given a 
higher priority and we wish Julia and her team every success in this 
field.

Tilly Hale

Prof Julia Newton’s Fatigue Clinic
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Greta Pells worked in the unit with Professor David Jones and 

LIVErNORTH sponsored some of her work. In the last issue of the 
newsletter Greta Pells reported on work she had carried out into PBC, 
mentored by Prof David Jones. Greta went on to win a prize for her work 
which is really great for her, for the Liver Unit and for LIVErNORTH who 
funded the work.

Congratulations Greta, we are delighted for you.

Newcastle	PBC	research	wins	national	scientific	prize.

As part of a year spent carrying out research into primary biliary 
cirrhosis (PBC), funded by Liver North, I was able to spend time analysing 
data on the effectiveness of current drug treatments for PBC.  The results 
showed that, overall, those presenting with PBC at an older age show a 
better response to initial drug therapy.  New evidence pointing to the role 
of the female hormone oestrogen in response to drug therapies in PBC 
was also found.  The presentation of this new knowledge regarding age, 
gender and treatment response in PBC at the British Geriatric Society 
scientific	conference	resulted	in	the	award	of	the	Norman	Exton-Smith	
prize	for	best	scientific	presentation.		This	was	fantastic	recognition	for	
the ground-breaking patient-centred and charitably funded research into 
liver diseases being carried out in Newcastle and has paved the way for 
further	funding	and	research	efforts	being	directed	into	this	evolving	field	
of the study of `ageing` and health in PBC.

Greta Pells

Congratulations Greta!
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Autumn Fair 2013 prizes needed!
I know September and the Fair is still a way off, but could I just remind everyone 
that I am always in need of good prizes for the Tombola Stall.  Every year I aim 
to have at least 200 prizes and the stall makes around £250 for LIVErNORTH.  
Without prizes we cannot sell tickets and it is an extremely popular stall – in fact 
it is so popular that some people spend so much money they end up with up to 
ten prizes – of course other people spend just as much money and end up with 
no prizes.  My granddaughter helps on the stall and loves it......she has money 
for her own tickets and when that runs out I let her buy my tickets – strangely 
enough I never seem to have any winners whilst Laura’s pile of prizes grows and 
grows!
I am happy to receive donations at any of the meetings. So please, all those 
lovely items which you will never use – do pass them on to me.  I am more than 
happy to lose some cupboard space for the sake of the Tombola Stall.
Many thanks in advance,
Tilly Hale – 01670 714901, tilly.liveliver@gmail.com

The following lucky LIVErNORTH numbers club members won £250 when their 
number was drawn by speakers at our meetings:

27th March Val Donkin of Vigo, Birtley with number 132, drawn by Dr Stuart  
  McPherson
8th May  Andy Stafford of Penshaw with number 1 drawn by Professor  
  David Jones
12th June  John & Susan Harty of Sunnyside with number 146 drawn by  
  Professor Derek Mann
10th July Joan Nicol of Hetton-le-Hole with number 104 drawn by   
  Professor Oliver James at our AGM

Congratulations to them all!

Numbers Club £250 winners
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This is great news for the PBC world. The PBC-UK Consortium is a group of 
many of the top researchers into PBC in the UK, and Professor David Jones is 
the Chairman. The group had a meeting in London last September when I was 
privileged to attend and it was fascinating to hear their plans for the future. I have 
been invited to be on the Steering Committee, on behalf of LIVErNORTH, and I 
am delighted to accept.
Recently, David Jones was able to tell us that the MRC (Medical Research 
Council) have made a grant of £6,000,000 – yes that really is six million pounds 
to further the work on PBC. This is by far the largest grant ever made for PBC 
research and it is down to the hard work of David.
The MRC were keen that the UK-PBC project be given some publicity by David 
Willetts, the University Minister, when he came to Newcastle on 27 June. As you 
can see in the item below, David Willetts toured the LIVErNORTH Laboratory at 
Newcastle University and apart from meeting various medical people he also met 
Fiona Hale who is a PBC patient and this was given considerable press coverage 
in all the local papers.
You	can	find	more	information	online	at	www.uk-pbc.com.

Tilly Hale
______________________________________________________________________

I don’t usually talk much about having PBC. I spend most of my life trying to hide how 
tired I am - in fact, I have pretty much set up my life to do just that. I work from home, and 
my contact with clients and colleagues is mainly by email, which doesn’t even require a 
lively voice, never mind a lively look! 

So when I was approached about talking about what it’s like to live with PBC to the 
press and the Minister for Universities and Science, David Willetts, I was nervous. But I 
also realised that if I could get over the nerves, I could give the perspective of someone 
who presented ‘young’ with PBC (I am 44 now, but I have known I had the antibody 
associated with PBC since I was 28, and I’ve been on Urso since I was 42 - which makes 
me young in PBC terms), as the parent of a young child, and as the daughter of someone 
who has had a liver transplant for PBC. 

Since my mum, Tilly, has done her fair share of talking publicly and to the press about 
PBC, I had a great coach! I spent the day before the press launch of UK-PBC with my 
mum, practising the kind of things I should say and trying to get used to talking about 
myself as a PBC patient.

On the day of the launch, I rooted out some ‘work’ clothes and tried to make myself look 
lively and presentable, and off I went to the Medical School. I had convinced myself that 
the	press	wouldn’t	be	interested,	so	was	quite	surprised	to	find	a	number	of	reporters	did	
want to talk to me. David Willetts also spent some time asking me about living with PBC, 
and what the UK-PBC Consortium would mean to me. I did my best to explain, talked 
about the importance of LIVErNORTH and other support groups, and sang the praises of 
the fantastic team of PBC medics and researchers in Newcastle. 

UK-PBC Consortium
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The launch was covered in the Evening Chronicle, the Journal and the Echo, as 
well as getting a mention on the local TV news on both Tyne Tees and BBC.

If you want to read about it online, try following these links:

http://www.thenorthernecho.co.uk/news/10513344.print/

http://www.ncl.ac.uk/press.office/press.release/item/work-begins-to-develop-life-
saving-liver-treatment#.UcyjNRZafCE

http://www.itv.com/news/tyne-tees/update/2013-06-27/life-saving-liver-research-
begins-in-newcastle/

http://www.mrc.ac.uk/Newspublications/News/MRC009202

We have permission to use the photos taken at the event, so here they are. 
Fiona Hale
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Liver disease in the news

In May, the press covered organ donation, which included quotes from 
Professor Derek Manas and LIVErNORTH member Gill McLachlan. 
Gill has PBC, and has been on the transplant list for over two years 

now. The article reports on cases at King’s Hospital in London in which 
livers donated by NHS patients have been used for transplant to private 
patients. (Please note that Gill did not choose the headline...) If you’d like 
to	read	the	article,	you	can	find	it	by	googling,	or	follow	this	link:	

http://www.thesundaytimes.co.uk/sto/news/uk_news/Health/
article1234847.ece

LIVErNORTH member Gill 
McLachlan, pictured in the Sunday 
Times in May 2013.

For anyone who missed it, in March the press reported on a world 
first	in	liver	transplantation.	An	article	printed	in	the	Daily	Telegraph	on	
March 16, 2013 explains how British surgeons successfully transplanted 
donor livers kept ‘alive’ outside the body, using a new machine that could 
revolutionise organ transplantation. So far two patients have received 
livers using this new technology, in transplants carried out at King’s 
College Hospital in London. 

To read more, follow this link:

http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/03/15/us-liver-device-transplant-
idUSBRE92E0SI20130315
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Linking with Lumena
We were delighted to have Professor Oliver James speak at the July 
LIVErNORTH Meeting. Professor James is the President of LIVErNORTH 
and he was instrumental in setting up LIVErNORTH.  
Recently, Prof. Dave Jones and his team have had a lot of contact with 
an	American	firm,	Lumena	Pharmaceuticals,	and	they	asked	if	they	could	
include LIVErNORTH on their website. Naturally we were delighted.  They 
asked if they could reproduce the LIVErNORTH logo and we said yes.  
Then they asked for some photographs and having Prof James at the 
July meeting it was too good an opportunity to miss, as the photograph 
shows the President, Chairman, Treasurer and Secretary of the Group.  
Lumena have also been in contact with one of our patients and will be 
featuring her on the website.
We are already known in the USA and Canada but to be featured on an 
American	firm’s	website	is	a	big	step	forward	and	we	are	delighted.
Tilly Hale

Tilly Hale, Governor/Hon.Secretary & PBC Support; John Bedlington, Governor & 
Chairman; Professor Oliver F W James, President of LIVErNORTH; Joan Bedlington, 
Governor & Hon.Treasurer.
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Liver disease: who holds the key?
Who holds the key to unlocking the mysteries of liver disease?

Due to the dedication and painstaking work of researchers, the causes of 
liver disease will be discovered, resulting in treatments being established and 
crucially, cures being found. Research is not carried out on a whim; before 
any work can commence, researchers must demonstrate that their proposed 
research is valid, ethical and most importantly will not put any participant at risk 
of harm. There is a huge spectrum of research ranging from the highly technical 
which might involve new equipment, clinical trials involving new drugs and 
treatments, monitoring experiences and the completion of questionnaires. No 
matter how complex or how simple the research question might be, each comes 
with	one	aim	-	finding	an	answer.	The	involvement	of	the	public	and	patients	
(PPI) is now of great importance when research applications are considered 
by the various authorities. PPI assists in ensuring that the research question is 
relevant and that participants are comfortable with whatever is required of them.

 Critically, researchers rely on having fully informed volunteers to participate 
in their research and it is with this in mind that I am hoping to create a register 
of people who are willing to be approached for this purpose. You do not need 
to be a liver patient, as researchers often need a cohort of people who will act 
as ‘controls’ i.e. people who are not suffering from the disease in question but 
will undertake the same role in the research as the liver patients in order that 
comparisons can be made.

 If you are interested in being involved in research then please complete the 
form on page 19. By completing the form you will be consenting to your details 
being held on a password controlled database. Any information you provide 
will	be	confidential.	LIVErNORTH	never	shares	any	details	with	any	other	
organisation. Researchers based at the University of Newcastle upon Tyne and 
Newcastle upon Tyne NHS Foundation Trust Hospitals will not have direct access 
to the register but will be able to request that LIVErNORTH contacts potential 
participants.

Please consider becoming involved because the answer to who holds the key 
lies with you.

Joan Bedlington

For further information please contact me: Tel/Fax: 0191 370296, Email: info@
livernorth.org.uk or write to LIVErNORTH, FREEPOST NEA2762, Stanley, 
County Durham, DH9 0BR.
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LIVErNORTH Research Register

Name:

Address:

Telephone: Mobile: 

email address:

Do you suffer from liver disease: Yes G     No G  (please tick boxes to indicate choice)

Are you interested in helping with research into any of the following?:

Hepatitis A       G Hepatitis B                                                     G

Hepatitis C G Autoimmune Hepatitis                                 G

Non Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease G Primary Biliary Sclerosis                              G

Primary Sclerosing Cholangitis G Alcoholic Liver Disease                                G

Liver Cancer G Cirrhosis of the Liver                                  G

Any research project: G Other (please specify)

I am interested in being involved in liver disease research and consent to being
contacted by LIVErNORTH if participants are needed for a research project.

Signed...............................................................................................Date.............................................

W hen completed, Please return to:

Joan Bedlington, LIVErNORTH, Freepost NEA 2762, Stanley, County Durham, DH9 0BR

(No postage stamp required)
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Ritux trial: A patient’s experience

Kathleen Bambrough was diagnosed with PBC in October 2012. In this interview, she talks 
about	her	fatigue,	why	she	joined	the	Rituximab	trial,	and	how	she	is	finding	it	so	far.	

Why did you join the Rituximab trial? 
When Julia Newton mentioned this trial for a treatment for fatigue, I snapped her hand 

off! Fatigue has just completely taken over my life. I manage to go to work and that’s it. It’s 
the	worst	thing	about	having	PBC.	If	they	can	find	something	that	helps	with	fatigue,	that	
would be brilliant. When I imagine being this fatigued for the rest of my life, it’s got to be 
worth going on the trial. I can’t quite imagine that I’ll ever be able to do what my friends do, 
but I would like to think that some day I’d be able to do some of it.

I do worry about my daughter as well. If she might be at risk of developing PBC, I would 
like to think there would be a treatment for her so she wouldn’t have to have this fatigue. 

How far into the trial are you? 
So far I have had the two infusions, and now I’m hospital-free – I just get a phone call 

from the hospital once a week which takes a couple of minutes. I won’t have to go again 
until my 3-month visit. 

How did you find spending the day on the ward to have the two infusions?
No bother at all. I had built myself up and was a little bit worried about it, but it was 

absolutely	fine.	I	enjoyed	having	the	rest.	When	they	took	the	bloods,	I	turned	away.	I	
don’t	like	seeing	the	blood	drawn,	but	if	I	don’t	see	it,	it’s	fine,	and	sometimes	I	didn’t	even	
realise they had done it, it was over so quickly. They are straight in and out. 

I was in with another girl on the trial, and we just had a chat. I had brought magazines 
in, and we had both brought a picnic in for the second day, so we just stuffed our faces 
with chocolate! I dozed off a few times, and had a rest without feeling guilty. I thought it 
was really relaxing. And I’ve kept in touch with the other girl since then, which has been 
great because I didn’t really know anyone else with PBC until then. 

How about the MRI scan? 
I had built myself up even more for the MRI scan, but it’s not what I thought because 

your	head	is	not	in	the	scanner,	so	it’s	absolutely	fine.	

When you start the trial, you have to do a session on an exercise bike. How did you 
find that? 
When	I	went	for	it,	I	wasn’t	sure	what	it	would	involve.	But	again,	it	was	perfectly	fine.	I	

was a bit more wiped out than normal after the exercise, but it wasn’t the ordeal I imagined 
it would be. 

So how do you feel now you are into the trial? 
When you read the patient information sheet about taking part, it is a bit frightening! 

It makes it sound as though there are a lot of hospital appointments – I even told work 
I was going to need loads of time off for weekly appointments. But in fact most of those 
appointments are done on the phone in a quick weekly call. I wasn’t put off though, 
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because I was so desperate to feel less tired – and I’m glad because in fact it has all been 
very easy and quite relaxing. 

A good thing about being on the trial is knowing that you are being looked after really 
well. I had a bit of an infection, and I got it seen to straight away because of being on the 
trial. I think it’s got to be worth a try, and it only takes a few days of your life. Hopefully if it 
works out, we will get the chance of a treatment. When you read the information, it might 
look as though you are gong to be living at the hospital, but it’s really only a couple of 
days. I’d say to anyone, just get yourselves on the trial!

Can you tell us more about why you were so keen to be involved? 
I was diagnosed with PBC in October 2012. Even before I found out I had PBC, for 

years and years I had been making excuses to friends about why I couldn’t go out. I would 
go to work, come home and go to bed. For years, I had been wondering why I was going 
to bed then getting up in the morning and feeling like I’d been bashed in my arms and legs 
and feeling exhausted. I didn’t know why, but I kept thinking it couldn’t be my age. 
It’s	seven	years	since	I	first	went	to	the	doctors	and	they	said	there	was	something	not	

right with my liver function tests. They sent me to Rake Lane where they told me I had gall 
stones. It was left at that. 

It was only last year when I had four sinus infections in a row that they said maybe it 
would be worth doing my bloods again. That was when I was diagnosed.  I had been 
an active person, but even before that visit to the doctor seven years ago, I had already 
slowed down. Until then, I always had two jobs, but I gave up the evening job because it 
was getting a struggle. 

Last year was a really bad year. The tiredness seemed to come to a peak. Every day 
I was falling asleep on the settee, getting confused at work and doing silly things. I kept 
thinking, ‘This isn’t right’. I had a very bad time at Christmas. I went to pieces and ended 
up on the sick for nearly a month. 

I did talk to my friends, but they didn’t really understand. There is a lovely lady who I 
met at clinic, and I spoke to her a few times. When Julia told me about the trial, she said 
I’d meet other people with PBC, which I was desperate to do as well. I had been gearing 
myself up to come to the meetings, but it took me a while, even though I really needed to 
come and see how other people were coping. 

What is fatigue like for you?
You can never explain to people what it’s like. People just say, ‘Well I’m tired as well, 

I had a late night’. I have pain in my arms and legs, and sometimes that makes me 
drop things. I have had to wash things twice because I’ve put a load in the machine and 
then left it there for days because I was too tired to get it out. I can’t manage work and 
housework. I have found a dry shampoo, because I’m too tired to wash my hair. Last year 
I got my hair cut into layers, but now I’m growing it out because the hairdryer is too heavy 
for me. I’m uncoordinated. At times I’m so dizzy, I have to grab hold of something and 
stand still till it passes. Things go out of my mind completely. The other day I forgot my 
manager’s name when I was talking to him, and I had to look at his name badge. People 
look at me and think I’m lazy – how come you can’t wash your hair, or do your housework? 

I can’t imagine saying I wouldn’t go on the trial – I am so fatigued that it feels like the best 
opportunity ever. 

Thank you Kathleen! The Rituximab trial is currently recruiting trial participants. If you 
would like more information, please contact Dr Laura Griffiths on laura.Griffiths@ncl.ac.uk.
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Photo shows Derek Mann, John Bedlington, Tim Hardy and Mujdat Zeybal. Tim Hardy has just been 
awarded an MRC fellowship. 

In June 2013, Professor Derek Mann gave a talk to LIVErNORTH. Fiona Hale was there. She writes: 

June’s LIVErNORTH talk was on ‘The Wonders of Epigenetics and Predicting Cirrhosis’.  I have to be 
honest, I had no idea what the talk would be about – though as a PBC patient I was very interested 
to know more about predicting cirrhosis. Luckily, Professor Mann started his talk by explaining: genes 
don’t determine everything. Our lifetime experience, and that of our parents and grandparents, may 
be more important.

He	showed	a	table	of	data	on	individual	susceptibility	to	fibrosis,	and	the	percentage	of	people	who	
progress	to	fibrosis	and	then	cirrhosis:

Liver disease Fibrosis  Cirrhosis
HCV  40-60%  20-33%
NAFLD  10-40%  5-25%
ALD  25-37%  5-20%

One of the problems at the moment is that there is no way of knowing who will be among those who 
develop	fibrosis,	and	who	will	be	in	the	even	smaller	group	of	people	with	any	of	these	diseases	who	
develop cirrhosis. This raises challenges for doctors in how to treat each person, and it also causes 
difficulties	for	clinical	trials,	because	there	is	no	way	of	running	a	trial	that	selects	only	those	people	
who would develop cirrhosis, for example, and trialling a treatment to prevent that happening. 

The Human Genome Project was supposed to be the answer. In June 2000, Bill Clinton announced 

Derek Mann
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the	first	survey	of	the	human	genome	to	be	the	‘most	wondrous	map	ever	produced	by	humankind’.	
Only	a	month	later,	the	UK’s	Chief	Scientific	Officer	was	telling	us	that	‘We	share	half	our	genes	with	
a banana’! Even more than that, we share 96% of our genes with a monkey. That tells us there has 
got to be a lot that’s outside the genome that determines what we look like, what diseases we get, 
etc. 

Professor Mann then showed pictures of identical twins, side by side. These people have the same 
genome, but do not look the same. In these pictures, one twin looked older and sicker than the other. 
This is down to something other than genes which is known as “epigenetics”.

He also showed a picture of a number of Agouti mice. These mice have an identical genome which 
carries a gene that makes them yellow and fat. They develop cancers and heart disease in middle 
age caused by the Agouti gene. However this “phenotype” can be prevented by dietary changes that 
effect epigenetic control the Agouti gene and how much of it is expressed in the mouse tissues .Diets 
rich in nutrients known as “methyl-donors” switch off the Agouti gene making the mice brown and 
disease-free. This provides an example of how the environment can have profound impact on how 
the sheet music of our genome is translated into music of different qualities.   

This is the point where Professor Mann told us he was taking us into the Twilight Zone – I for one 
could feel my brain creaking to keep up!

He explained that a brain cell and a liver cell in our bodies have identical genomes, yet look and 
act differently. He suggested that the genome should be thought of as sheet music. A tune may be 
written down as music, but how it actually sounds varies, depending on who is playing that music, 
and the quality of the instrument they are playing. In the same way, the genome stays the same, but 
it all depends on how it is expressed or “read”. The “reading” is carried out by regulatory proteins 
whose	activity	is	highly	influenced	by	environmental	cues	such	as	dietary	nutrients,	infections,	toxic	
chemicals and stress. An example of one of these genome “readers” is a protein  called MeCP2. Dr 
Jelena Mann (Professor Mann’s wife) carried out exciting lab work to show that MeCP2 is essential 
for	fibrosis	to	develop	in	the	liver,	thus	identifying	an	epigenetic	reader	that	may	be	developed	into	a	
target	for	drugs	that	prevent	fibrosis.	

At this point, Professor Mann introduced Mujdat Zeybal, who is studying two questions:

•	 Can	liver	disease	in	parents	and	grandparents	influence	your	chances	of	developing	liver	
disease?
•	 If	yes,	can	we	learn	anything	that	will	help	us	predict	those	‘at	risk’	of	cirrhosis?

He explained that a lifetime of alcohol or fatty food can change the way genes are read, and that 
researchers now think that these changes can be passed on to children and even grandchildren in 
a non-genetic way. Professor Mann illustrated this by telling us about a study he had conducted with 
rats. 

In the study, half of a group of ten male rats were given a liver injury. They were all then bred to 
produce a second generation of twenty male rats. Again, half of these rats were given a liver injury, 
and they were then bred again to produce a third generation of twenty male rats, of which half were 
given a liver injury. This produced four categories of male rats in this third generation:

Group A: Rats with fathers and grandfathers without liver injury
Group B: Rats whose fathers had liver disease but whose grandfathers did not 
Group C: Rats whose fathers had no liver disease but whose grandfathers did 
Group D: Rats whose fathers and grandfathers had both had liver disease

All of these 3rd generation rats were exposed to a liver toxin that causes tissue damage that can 
develop	to	fibrosis.	Amazingly	while	the	Group	A	rats	developed	fibrosis	as	expected,	the	rats	in	
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Group	D	(whose	fathers	and	grandfathers	had	both	had	liver	injury)	were	protected	against	fibrosis.	
Also, those rats with either a father or grandfather with a history of liver disease also showed a 
degree	of	protection	from	fibrosis.	But	things	were	to	get	stranger	still	when	Professor	Mann	told	us	
that	this	non-genetic	inheritance	of	protection	to	fibrosis	was	due	to	a	mystery	factor	in	the	blood	that	
transmits epigenetic changes to sperm. Somehow these non-genetic changes in the sperm transmit 
protection	from	fibrosis	to	the	next	generation.	Professor	Mann	admitted	that	he	was	equally	mystified	
about how all this works, in particular what is in the blood that signals between the diseased liver and 
the	sperm.	But	finding	out	what	this	something	is	may	give	us	ways	to	predict	and	control	fibrosis.	

All this points to the importance of taking a more holistic approach to disease inheritance, and 
understanding that it is not all down to the genes, but how they are read and how they are played – 
and that is down to what we eat and drink, how we exercise, our environment, and what our parents 
and grandparents did. It has profound implications for how we think about disease susceptibility. 
These epigenetic events are very dynamic and quick-acting, to adapt to changing environments. 

Dr Mujdat Zeybal is studying the role of epigenetics in personalised medicine, and at this point 
Professor Mann handed over to Dr Zeybal to give us an overview of work he is carrying out. 

Dr	Zeybal	explained	that	in	the	past	(and	currently),	drugs	were	prescribed	that	gave	some	benefit	
to some people, but had side-effects for everyone taking them (including those people who were not 
actually	getting	any	benefit	from	them).	

In personalised medicine, epigenetic analysis can be used to only give medicine to people who will 
actually	benefit	from	it.	This	saves	those	people	who	would	not	benefit	from	the	medicine	from	having	
to suffer the side-effects. 

Personalised liver medicine will be useful in:
•	 Susceptibility,	and	advice	for	lifestyle	changes
•	 Screening
•	 Diagnosis
•	 Prognosis
•	 Treatment	response
  
HCV already uses genotype and genetic testing to inform treatment decisions.

Dr Zeybal explained that his study is being carried out with liver patients in Turkey with HCV, HBV 
or	PBC,	where	he	is	researching	the	epigenetics	of	people	with	severe	fibrosis	and	mild/no	fibrosis	
in each of those disease groups. Tim Hardy is conducting a similar process with NAFLD patients in 
Newcastle. 

There was a very lively discussion at the end of the talk, with questions about the role of diet, disease 
differences within families, interest in the practical application of this work, and excitement at the 
potential of research into epigenetics and liver disease. 

Thanks to Professor Derek Mann and Dr Mujdat Zeybal for their extremely interesting talk, and to 
Professor Mann for checking over my notes of his talk.  

Fiona Hale
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Dr Stuart McPherson (photo on p. 1) gave a talk to LIVErNORTH on May 8, 2013, on Hepatitis 
C, Hepatitis B and Autoimmune Hepatitis. The slides from his talk are here for those readers who 
couldn’t make it to the talk. Thank you to Stuart for sharing the slides. 

Hepatitis C (HCV)

Hepatitis by Dr Stuart McPherson 

19/07/2013 

1 

Background 
n  Hepatitis C is a blood-borne virus 
n  In the UK 216,000 are infected with 

HCV 
n  Most asymptomatic (more than 50% of 

HCV is undiagnosed) 
n  HCV causes chronic hepatitis that may 

progress to cirrhosis and 
hepatocellular carcinoma 

n  By 2020, estimates suggest 16,000 
individuals will be living with HCV-
related cirrhosis or liver cancer. 

Hepatitis C: A Worldwide Epidemic 
n  Estimated ~ 170 million (3.1%) globally (2003) 
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World Health Organization. Hepatitis C: global prevalence: update. 2003. Farci P, et al. Semin Liver Dis. 
2000;20:103-126. Wasley A, et al. Semin Liver Dis. 2000;20:1-16. 

UK 
216,000  
(0.5%) 

Risk factor information in laboratory reports of Hepatitis C 
infection from England 1995-2010 

Hep C in UK, HPA annual report 2011 

New hepatitis C diagnoses in the North East by 
gender 2000 to 2010 
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Natural History of HCV 
Initial HCV Infection  

Acute Phase 
Elevated Enzyme Levels  

Six Months Post Infection 
Naturally Clear Virus 

Normal Enzyme Levels 
20% 

Six Months Post Infection 
Chronic Hepatitis C 

Inflammation 
80% 

Slow or No Progression 
To Fibrosis 

80% 

Liver Failure 
and 

Decompensation 

Liver Cancer 
4% per year 

Progress to cirrhosis 
20% 

Possible Liver Transplant 
and/or Death 

Alcohol Consumption Increases 
Risk of cirrhosis in HCV Patients 

*Excessive alcohol intake characterized as > 40 g/day for women and > 60 g/day for men. 
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Genotypes 

n  6 genotypes 
n Genotypes 1 and 3 most common in UK 
n Genotype does not influence rates of 

progression 
n Genotype predicts treatment response 

¨ G2/3 respond well to treatment 
¨ G1/4 less responsive to treatment 

Genotypes in North of Tyne 
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Diagnosis 

n  HCV antibody is positive in patients who have 
been exposed to HCV and does NOT mean 
active infection 

n  HCV RNA Positive indicate active infection   

n  The majority will have abnormal liver function 
tests 

 

Current treatment options 

n  Genotype 2-6 
¨  Pegylated interferon Alpha 2a (PEGASYS) + Ribavirin 
¨  Pegylated interferon Alpha 2b (Pegintron)– 1.5 mcg/kg + 

Ribavirin 

n  Genotype 1 
¨  Pegylated interferon Alpha 2a or 2b + ribavirin  
¨  +/- protease inhibitor Telaprevir or Boceprevir  

Outcomes at Freeman with dual therapy 

             SVR         no SVR      UK                           SVR       no SVR        UK 

G2/3 G1/4 
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Nkhoma et al BASL 2011  

Treatment course for Genotype 2 or 3 

n  Generally 24 weeks for G2/3 

n  Individualised according to viral response on 
treatment 

n  Shorter courses are possible with rapid 
virological response 

n  Longer course more effective in slow responders 

Triple therapy for the of HCV G1 

SPRINT-‐2:	  Non-‐black	  Race
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BOCEPREVIR TELAPREVIR 

Common Adverse Effects of HCV 
antiviral therapy  

•  Flu-like symptoms  
•  Anaemia 
•  Bone marrow suppression 
•  Depression/anxiety 
•  Infection 
•  Insomnia / Lethargy / fatigue 
•  Thyroid dysfunction 
•  Weight loss 
•  Rashes 
•  Nausea & vomiting 

CAROLYN MILLER 
KERRY BAXTER 

Slide 001 

Viral hepatitis nurses 
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Background 
n  Hepatitis B is Blood-borne virus 
n  350 million HBV-infected individuals worldwide 

n  15-40% will develop serious complications 
related to cHBV 

n  HBV causes hepatitis that can progress to 
cirrhosis and liver cancer 

n  Worldwide there are an estimated 620,000 
deaths HBV-related deaths/year 

n  Overall the UK is a low prevalence area (~0.3% 
of population HBsAg pos) 

Cooke, BMJ 2010; Lok, Hepatology 2009; DOH 2002 

Geographic Distribution of Chronic HBV Infection 
 

HBsAg	  Prevalence	  (%)	  
≥	  8: 	  High	  	  

2-‐7: 	  Intermediate	  	  

<2: 	  Low	  

Centers	  for	  Disease	  Control.	  Dec	  23	  2005/Vol	  54/No	  RR-‐16.	  Web	  site:	  Available	  at	  hBp://www.cdc.gov/nip/vacsafe/concerns/hepB/genHepb.htm.	  	  
CHMP	  Guidelines	  on	  the	  Clinical	  EvaluaOon	  of	  Medicinal	  Products	  Intended	  for	  Treatment	  of	  Chronic	  HepaOOs	  B.	  Feb	  2006.	  

UK 0.3% 

How do people get infected with hepatitis B? 
n  HBV is transmitted by contact with blood or body fluids. 

n  HBV is 50 to 100 times more infectious than HIV 

n  The main ways of getting HBV are: 
¨  mother to baby at birth 
¨  Child to child transmission  
¨  Unsafe injections and transfusions 
¨  Sexual contact 

 

Age at the time of infection is important  

n  90% of babies infected at birth develop chronic 
infection 

n  Up to 30% of children infected before age of 5 
years from family members/ playmates &/or 
contaminated needles become chronic HBV 
carriers 

n  <5% of adults develop chronic HBV when 
infected 

Natural course of chronic HBV infection 

n  Immunotolerant phase 
¨ No or mild liver disease, No treatment needed 

n  Immuoactive phase 
¨ Hepatitis and fibrosis – treatment needed 
¨ Can progress to cirrhosis and liver cancer 

n  Inactive phase 
¨ No or mild liver disease – no treatment needed 

n  Reactivation phase 
¨ Hepatitis and fibrosis – treatment needed 
¨ Can progress to cirrhosis or liver cancer 

HBV can be treated and prevented 
n  Several effective treatment for HBV 

¨  Tenofovir 
¨  Entecavir 
¨  PEG-IFN 

n  Treatment have been shown to:  
¨  Reduce hepatic inflammation and reverse fibrosis 
¨  prevent progression to cirrhosis 
¨  reduce risk of HCC 
¨  Reduce liver related mortality in those with advanced disease 

n  There is a highly effective vaccine for HBV 

Lok Hepatology 2009; Liaw NEJM 2004; Zhang Virol J 2011 
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hase B  
Supported by Gilead Fellowship 2010 
 

Case finding for Hepatitis B in the North East of England 

hase B  
Supported by Gilead Fellowship 2010 
 

Dried blood spot testing 

CHASE-‐B	  –	  tes-ng	  for	  HBV	  

hase B  
Supported by Gilead Fellowship 2010 

 

Results of case-finding study in the NE of 
England in the British-Chinese community 

McPherson et al. JVH IN PRESS 

Results of case-finding study in the NE of 
England in the South-Asian community 
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Viral hepatitis services in Newcastle 

n  Consultants 
¨  Dr Stuart McPherson (Consultant Hepatologist) 
¨  Dr Matthias Schmid (Consultant ID physician) 
¨  Dr Ashley Price (Consultant ID physician) 
¨  Dr Steve Masson (Consultant Hepatologist) 
¨  Dr Mark Hudson (Consultant Hepatologist) – HBV only 

n  Specialist nurses 
¨  Carolyn Miller 
¨  Kerry Baxter 

n  Clinics 
¨  Freeman Hospital 
¨  RVI (HIV/HCV co-infection clinic) 
¨  Plummer court 
¨  Blyth Outreach clinic 
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AUTOIMMUNE HEPATITIS 

Autoimmune Hepatitis 

 

n  First described in 1950 
n  Inflammation in the liver due to 

the immune system attacking 
liver cells 

n  Rare prevalence 17/100,000 
n  Affects all ages and ethnic 

groups 
n  70-80% of AIH are women 
n  AIH can co-exist with other liver 

diseases (hepatitis C) and can 
be triggered by drugs 
(minocycline) and herbal agents 

Clinical features 
n  Middle-aged (or teenage) woman, non-drinker without 

viral hepatitis 

n  Fatigue, joint pain, jaundice 

n  Can be asymptomatic 

n  Abnormal LFTs and raised gamma globulins 

n  Positive ANA and SMA antibodies 

n  Typical liver biopsy features 

n  Patients can present with cirrhosis or liver failure 

n  Responds to corticosteroids 

Sub-Types of Autoimmune Hepatitis 
 

Type 1  Type 2 
Age at 
Presentation 

 Any age  Mainly Children 

Female:Male  4:1  8:1 

Ig G Levels  Elevated IgG  Variable Ig G 

Auto-antibodies  ANA, SMA  LKM-1 

Cirrhosis at 3 yrs  ~ 40%  ~ 80% 

  Diagnosis of AIH 

n  Should be considered in patient with 
elevated AST/ALT or cirrhosis of uncertain 
etiology 

n  The diagnosis of AIH must be based on a 
constellation of clinical and lab findings 

n  ANA, SMA and other autoantibody tests are 
poor “screening tests” 

n  A diagnosis of AIH is often a “work in 
progress” 

n  Female sex             +2 
n  ALP/ALT Ratio  

¨  <1.5:                   +2 
¨  1.5-3.0:                 0 
¨  >3.0:                    -2 

n  Globulinn 
¨  >2x:                    +3 
¨  1.5-2.0x:             +2 
¨  1.0-1.5X:             +1 

n  ANA/ASMA/LKM 
¨  >1:80                   +3 
¨  1:80:                    +2 
¨  1:40                     +1 
¨  <1:40                     0 

n  AMA +                       -4 
 

n  Negative HBV/HCV            +1 
n  ETOH < 25gm/d                  +2 
n  Other autoimmune             +2 
n  Response to steroids 

¨  Complete                      +2 
¨  Relapse                         +3 

n  Liver Biopsy 
¨  Interface hepatitis        +3 
¨  Lymphoplasmacytic    +1 
¨  Neither                           -5 

International AIH Scoring System 

Pre-treatment  
Score > 15 : Definite AIH 
Score 10-15: Prob. AIH 
Post treatment 
Score > 17 : Definite AIH 
Score 12-17: Prob. AIH 
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Kirk AP, Jain S, Pocock S, Thomas HC & Sherlock S, Gut, 1980, 21:78 

Treatment 

n Appropriate management can: 
¨ Improve quality of life 
¨ Prolong survival/ Delay need for liver 

transplant 
¨ Treated patients have a life-expectancy 

similar to age and gender matched controls 
followed up to 20 years 

n After > 3 decades, prednisone and 
azathioprine remain the mainstays of 
treatment 

Treatment 
n Main treatment is immunosuppression 
n  Initial treatment to induce remission 

¨ High dose prednisolone (or budesonide) +/-
Azathioprine 

¨ Slowly reduce dosage over 3-6 months 
¨ Close monitoring of blood tests 

n Maintenance phase to prevent relapse 
¨ Azathioprine +/-prednisolone (or budesonide) 
¨ Try to get prednisolone to lowest dose 

possible 

Response To Treatment 

n  90% of adults have improvement in bilirubin, 
ALT, and globulin levels within 2 weeks 

n  Histologic improvement lags behind laboratory 
improvement by 3-6 months 

n  Remission is rarely achieved in less than 12 
months 
¨ 65% remission at 18 months 
¨ 80% remission at 3 years 
¨ 13% partial response 
¨ 9% treatment failure 

Options When Conventional Treatments Fail 
 
n  Drug intolerance or treatment failure: 

¨  6-mercaptopurine 
¨  Mycophenolate mofetil 
¨  Tacrolimus 
¨  Cyclosporin 

 
n  Liver transplantation 

¨  Acute liver failure due to AIH that does not respond to 
immunosuppression 

¨  Decompensation of Cirrhosis due to AIH 
¨  Hepatocellular carcinoma 
 

Clinics for patients with autoimmune 
hepatitis in Newcastle 

n Prof Jones runs an autoimmune liver clinic 
on Monday morning 

n All Freeman hepatologists see patients 
with autoimmune hepatitis 
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As LIVErNEWS readers will know, this 
column goes by the name of Helen’s 
Howlers, Helen Milburn being the original 
jokes editor. They are now edited by 
LIVErNORTH Governor, Margaret Bickle 
(helenshowlers@gmail.com). Enjoy!

________________________________

Thanks to everyone who sent in 
jokes - David Hastings, Marj Smith, 
Ian Wilson, Syd Winship, Graham 
Richards, Maureen Bickle, Peter Green 
and Rogannem. 

In praise of exercise
It is well documented that for every mile 

that you jog, you add one minute to your life. 
This enables you at 85 years old to spend an 
additional 5 months in a nursing home at $5000 
per month.

The advantage of exercising every day is that 
you die healthier.

I joined a health club last year, spent about 
400 bucks. Haven’t lost a pound. Apparently you 
have to show up. 

I like long walks, especially when they are 
taken by people who annoy me.

I don’t jog; it makes the ice jump right out of 
my glass.

I used to watch golf on TV, but my doctor told 
me that I need more exercise; so now I watch 
tennis.

If exercise and work pay off in the future, 
shouldn’t laziness pay off now?

A daily exercise regime never killed anyone, 
but why chance it?

Isn’t having good health merely the slowest 
possible way you can die?

The act of banging your head against a wall 
uses 150 calories an hour.
My	grandmother	started	walking	five	miles	

a day when she was 80. She’s 97 now and we 
don’t know where the heck she is.

The only reason I would take up jogging is so 
that I could hear heavy breathing again.

I have to exercise early in the morning before 
my	brain	figures	out	what	I’m	doing.

I don’t exercise at all. If God meant us to touch 
our toes, he would have put them further up on 
our body.
I	have	flabby	thighs,	but	fortunately	my	stomach	
covers them.
If you are going to try cross-country skiing, start 
with a small country.

Comic Relief
 Behind every great man is a woman with a 
hostage.
- Jim Kinloch
Police arrested two kids yesterday: one was 
drinking battery acid, the other was eating 
fireworks.	They	charged	one	and	let	the	other	off.
- Tommy Cooper
‘Employee of the month’ is a good example of 
how somebody can be both a winner and a loser 
at the same time.
- Demetri Martin
What do you call a boomerang that doesn’t come 
back? – A stick.
- Jimmy Carr
Money can’t buy you friends, but you get a better 
class of enemy.
- Spike Milligan
What is small, red and whispers? – A hoarse 
radish.
- Unknown
I admire the Pope. I have a lot of respect for 
anyone who can tour without an album.
- Rita Rudner
I went to a general store. They wouldn’t let me 
buy	anything	specifically.
- Steven Wright
An overweight guy went to the doctor who 
advised	him	to	try	a	keep	fit	DVD.	But	the	guy	
said he couldn’t be bothered. “Well” suggested 
the doctor, “try something that leaves you a little 
short of breath.” So the guy took up smoking.
-  Jo Brand
What’s it with chimpanzees and that middle 
parting? Stuck in the Twenties, aren’t they?
- Harry Hill
Doctor, doctor, I can’t stop singing “The Green 
Green Grass of Home”
That’s what we doctors call Tom Jones’ 
Syndrome.
Oh, really? Is it common?
It’s not unusual.
-  Unknown
 
The New Zen
1. The journey of a thousand miles begins with a 
broken	fan	belt	and	a	flat	tyre.

Helen’s Howlers
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2. The darkest hour is just before dawn. So if 
you’re going to steal your neighbour’s milk, that’s 
the time to do it.
3. Sex is like air. It’s not important unless you 
aren’t getting any.
4. Don’t be irreplaceable. If you can’t be 
replaced, you can’t be promoted.
5. No one is listening until you fart.
6. Always remember you’re unique. Just like 
everyone else.
7. Never test the depth of the water with both 
feet.
8. If you think nobody cares whether you’re 
alive or dead, try missing a couple of mortgage 
payments.
9. Before you criticise someone, you should 
walk a mile in their shoes. That way, when you 
criticise them, you’re a mile away and you have 
their shoes.
10.	If	at	first	you	don’t	succeed,	skydiving	is	not	
for you.
11.	Give	a	man	a	fish	and	he	will	eat	for	a	day.	
Teach	him	how	to	fish,	and	he	will	sit	in	a	boat	
and drink beer all day.
12. If you lend someone £20 and never see that 
person again, it was probably worth it.
13. If you tell the truth, you don’t have to 
remember anything.
14. Some days you are the bug; some days you 
are the windscreen.
15.	Don’t	worry;	it	only	seems	kinky	the	first	time.
16. Good judgement comes from bad 
experience, and a lot of that comes from bad 
judgement.
17. The quickest way to double your money is to 
fold it in half and put it back in your pocket.
18. A closed mouth gathers no food.
19. Duct tape is like the Force. It has a light 
side and a dark side, and it holds the universe 
together.
20. There are two theories to arguing with 
women. Neither one works.
21. Generally speaking, you aren’t learning much 
when your lips are moving.
22. Experience is something you don’t get until 
just after you need it.
23. Never miss a good chance to shut up.
24. We are born naked, wet, and hungry, and get 
slapped on our ar*e & then things get worse .
 
***
An old nun who was living in a convent next to 
a construction site noticed the coarse language 
of the workers and decided to spend some time 
with them to correct their ways. 

She decided she would take her lunch, sit with 
the workers and talk with them. 
She put her sandwich in a brown bag and walked 
over to the spot where the men were eating. -
She walked up to the group and with a big smile 
asked, “Do you men know Jesus Christ?”
They shook their heads and looked at each 
other. One of the workers looked up into the 
steelwork and yelled, “Anybody up there know 
Jesus Christ?”One of the steelworkers asked 
why. The worker yelled, “His wife is here with his 
lunch”.

Did You Know
Humans and giraffes both have seven vertebrae 
bones in the neck. It’s not unusual for a mammal 
to have seven vertebra bones in the neck but 
it’s interesting that the long neck of a full grown 
giraffe has the same amount.
 
Donald Duck’s middle name is Fauntleroy. 
Donald	Fauntleroy	Duck	first	appeared	in	“The	
Wise Little Hem” in 1934. Over the next 20 
years,	Donald	Duck	appeared	in	over	150	films.
 
Contrary to popular belief, St. Peter’s Basilica in 
Vatican	City	is	not	the	Pope’s	official	church	nor	
the head of all churches in the Roman Catholic 
faith. In fact, it’s not even a cathedral. Although 
St. Peter’s Basilica may be the largest Roman 
Catholic church (with an area of 5.7 acres) and 
a lot of papal ceremonies take place there, the 
‘Archbasilica of St. John Lateran’ or the ‘Basilica 
di	San	Giovanni	in	Laterano’	is	the	official	seat	of	
the Bishop of Rome, who is also the Pope.

A cricket’s ears are on its front legs, just below 
the knees and they have four acoustic inputs. 
The openings in the crickets exoskeleton that 
act as ears, lead into chambers inside the legs, 
which connect to either side of the cricket, 
allowing sound to pass completely through 
the cricket. By facing one way or the other, the 
cricket can determine which direction a sound is 
coming from.

Contrary to popular belief, most laughter is not 
associated with humor, but rather stems from 
non-humor related social interactions. This 
was discovered from a study covering over 
2,000 cases of naturally occurring laughter, 
almost none of which stemmed from jokes or 
other such humor devices. Most cases were 
simple, short “ha ha’s” during somewhat normal 
conversations. These short laughs almost never 
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interrupted speech, but rather occurred during 
breaks, providing social cues to those around. It 
is thought that laughter serves a similar function 
to yawning, namely providing “social glue” that 
helps bond people subconsciously.
 
Fish are primarily white meat due to the fact that 
they don’t ever need their muscles to support 
themselves and thus need much less myoglobin 
or sometimes none at all in a few cases; they 
float,	so	their	muscle	usage	is	much	less	than	
say a 1000 pound cow who walks around a lot 
and must deal with gravity. Typically, the only red 
meat	you’ll	find	on	a	fish	is	around	their	fins	and	
tail, which are used almost constantly.

Two Cultures
A group of attorneys had to measure the height 
of	a	flag	pole	for	evidence	to	support	a	lawsuit.
They	went	out	to	the	flagpole	with	ladders	and	a	
tape measure.
They proceed to fall off the ladders and drop the 
tape measure, the whole thing was just a mess.
An engineer comes along and sees what they’re 
trying to do.
He	walks	over,	pulls	the	flagpole	out	of	the	
ground,	lays	it	flat,	measures	it	from	end	to	end,	
gives the measurements to one of the attorneys 
and walks away.
After the engineer has gone, one attorney turns 
to another and laughs. “Isn’t that just like an 
engineer. We’re looking for the height, and he 
gives us the length”

Rustic Logic
Two rednecks meet in a bar and decide that they 
weren’t going anywhere in life, so they decide to 
go to college to get ahead.
They hop in a pickup and drive to the nearest 
university. While the second one waits out in the 
hall,	the	first	goes	in	to	one	of	the	rooms	and	
finds	a	professor	who	advises	him	to	take	Math,	
History, and Logic. “What’s Logic?” asks the 
redneck.
The professor replies, “Let me give you an 
example: Do you own a weedeater?”
“I sure do,” grins the redneck. “Then I can 
assume, using logic, that you have a yard,” 
replies the professor.
“That’s real good,” the redneck responds in 
awe. The professor continues: “Logic will also 
tell me that since you have a yard, you also 
have a house.” Impressed, the redneck shouts 
“AMAZIN’!” “And since you own a house, logic 
suggests that you have a wife.” “Betty Mae... this 

is incredible!”
“Finally, since you have a wife, logically I can 
assume that you are heterosexual,” says the 
professor. “You’re absolutely right! Why that’s the 
most fascinatin’ thing I ever heard of. I cain’t wait 
to take this here logic class.”
The	first	redneck,	grinning	ear	to	ear	with	pride	
at the new world opening up to him, walks back 
into the hallway where his friend is waiting. “So 
what classes are ya takin’?” the friend asks.
“Math,History,	and	Logic,”	replies	the	first	
redneck. “What in tarnation is Logic?” asks the 
friend. “Let me give you an example. Do ya own 
a weedeater?”
“No,” says his friend.
“You’re queer, ain’t ya?
 
Jokes
There’s this old priest who got sick of all the 
people in his parish who kept confessing to 
adultery.
 One Sunday, in the pulpit, he said,
 “If I hear one more person confess to adultery, 
I’ll quit!”
 Well, everyone liked him, so they came up with 
a code word. Someone who had committed 
adultery would say they had “fallen”.
This seemed to satisfy the old priest and things 
went well, until the priest died at a ripe old age.
 About a week after the new priest arrived, he 
visited the mayor of the town and seemed very 
concerned.
 The priest said, “You have to do something 
about the sidewalks in town. When people come 
into the confessional, they keep talking about 
having fallen.”
 The mayor started to laugh, realizing that no one 
had told the new priest about the code word.
 Before the mayor could explain, the priest shook 
an	accusing	finger	at	the	mayor	and	said,	“I	don’t	
know what you’re laughing about, your wife fell 
three times this week.”
 
The M1 motorway went into a bar, “I’m real hard 
me, I’m better than any other road.”
The barman says “O.K. calm down, nobody 
wants any trouble.”
 The M1 continues “I’m dead hard, I’ve got 3 
lanes on each arm and 2 hard shoulders”
 “O.K.” says the barman, “Calm down and have a 
drink on the house.” So the M1 calms down and 
starts his drink.
 Then a dual carriageway comes in for a drink, 
immediately the M1 starts again, “I’m harder than 
any two lane carriageway.”
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 The dual carriageway wants no trouble, “Yes 
you are hard, I just want a quiet drink.” The M1 
settles down again.
 A moment later some red tarmac saunters in 
and without warning the M1 jumps over the bar 
and hides shaking in his boots, the barmen is 
curious,
 “What are you scared of, it’s just a bit of red 
tarmac.”
 The M1 relies “Are you mad, he’s a cycle 
path!!!!!”

 The Doctor explained to Bubba that as ducks 
age their upper bills grow down over their lower 
bills	and	make	it	difficult	for	the	animal	to	pick	up	
it’s	food.	“What	you	need	to	do	is	gently	file	the	
upper bill down even with the lower bill. But you 
must be extra careful because the duck’s
nostrils are located in the upper bill and if you 
file	down	too	far,	when	the	duck	takes	a	drink	of	
water it’ll drown.”
Bubba goes about his business and about a 
week later the Doctor runs
into his patient.
“Well, how is that duck of yours?” the Doctor 
inquires.
“He’s dead.” declared the heartbroken Bubba. 
“I	told	you	not	to	file	his	upper	bill	down	too	far!	
He took a drink of water and drowned didn’t he?” 
insisted the Doctor.
“No.” lamented Bubba. “I think he was dead 
before I took him out of the vice.”
  
1. The fattest knight at King Arthur’s round table 
was Sir Cumference.
He acquired his size from too much pi.
2. I thought I saw an eye-doctor on an Alaskan 
island, but it turned out to be an optical Aleutian.
3. She was only a whisky-maker, but he loved 
her still.
4		A	rubber-band	pistol	was	confiscated	from	an	
algebra class, because it was a weapon of math 
disruption.
5. No matter how much you push the envelope, 
it’ll still be stationery.
6. A dog gave birth to puppies near the road and 
was cited for littering.
7  A grenade thrown into a kitchen in France 
would result in Linoleum Blownapart.
8. Two silk worms had a race. They ended up in 
a tie.
9. A hole has been found in the nudist - camp 
wall. The police are looking into it.
10.	Time	flies	like	an	arrow.	Fruit	flies	like	a	
banana.

11. Atheism is a non-prophet organization.
12. Two hats were hanging on a hat rack in the 
hallway. One hat said to the other:
‘You stay here; I’ll go on a head.’
13.  I wondered why the baseball kept getting 
bigger. Then it hit me.
14. A sign on the lawn at a drug rehab centre 
said: ‘Keep off the Grass.’
15. The midget fortune-teller who escaped from 
prison was a small medium at large.
16. The soldier who survived mustard gas and 
pepper spray is now a seasoned veteran.
17. A backward poet writes inverse.
18. In a democracy it’s your vote that counts. In 
feudalism it’s your count that votes.
19. When cannibals ate a missionary, they got a 
taste of religion.
20. If you jumped off the bridge in Paris, you’d be 
in Seine.
21. A vulture carrying two dead raccoons boards 
an airplane. The stewardess looks at him and 
says, ‘I’m sorry, sir, only one carrion allowed per 
passenger.’ 
22.	Two	fish	swim	into	a	concrete	wall.	One	turns	
to the other and says , ‘Dam!’
23. Two Eskimos sitting in a kayak were chilly, so 
they	lit	a	fire	in	the	craft.	Unsurprisingly	it	sank,	
proving once again that you can’t have your 
kayak and heat it too.
24. Two hydrogen atoms meet. One says, ‘I’ve 
lost my electron.’ The other says, ‘Are you sure?’ 
The	first	replies,	‘Yes,	I’m	positive.’
25. Did you hear about the Buddhist who 
refused Novocain during a root - canal? His goal: 
transcend dental medication. 
26. There was the person who sent ten puns 
to friends, with the hope that at least one of the 
puns would make them laugh. No pun in ten did.

Always Check--Never Assume
His request approved, the CNN News 
photographer quickly used a cell phone to call 
the	local	airport	to	charter	a	flight.
He was told a twin-engine plane would be 
waiting for him at the airport.
Arriving	at	the	airfield,	he	spotted	a	plane	
warming up outside a hanger. 
He jumped in with his bag, slammed the door 
shut, and shouted, ‘Let’s go’.
The pilot taxied out, swung the plane into the 
wind and took off.
Once in the air, the photographer instructed the 
pilot, ‘Fly over the valley and make low passes 
so	I	can	take	pictures	of	the	fires	on	the	hillsides.’
‘Why?’ asked the pilot.
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‘Because I’m a photographer for CNN’, he 
responded, ‘and I need to get some close up 
shots.’
The pilot was strangely silent for a moment, 
finally	he	stammered,	‘So,	what	you’re	telling	me,	
is	.	.	You’re	not	my	flight	instructor?’

Observations
As a passenger ship passed a small island, a 
small, bearded man could be seen shouting and 
furiously waving his arms.
“Who is that?” a passenger asked the captain.
“I have no idea,” the captain replied, “But every 
year when we pass he goes nuts.”

What do you Call a Group of ...?
One of the things you have to confront in the 
study of Mandarin is the use of a wide variety 
of “measure words” which are used by Chinese 
before nouns. According to Frazer Hunt, the 
Sydney maritime lawyer, the English language 
contemplated something along the same lines 
once upon a time. He writes:
Many of these terms belong to 15th-century 
lists of ‘proper terms’, notably that in the Book 
of St Albans attributed to Dame Juliana Barnes 
(1486). Many of these are fanciful or humorous 
terms which probably never had any real 
currency, but have been taken up by antiquarian 
writers, notably Joseph Strutt in Sports and 
Pastimes of England (1801).

People
a blush of boys
a drunkship of cobblers
a hastiness of cooks
a stalk of foresters
an observance of hermits
a bevy of ladies
a faith of merchants
a	superfluity	of	nuns
a malapertness (= impertinence) of pedlars
a pity of prisoners
a glozing (= fawning) of taverners

Animals
a shrewdness of apes
a herd or pace of asses
a troop of baboons
a cete of badgers
a sloth of bears
a swarm or drift or hive or erst of bees
a	flock	or	flight	or	pod	of	birds
a herd or gang or obstinacy of buffalo
a	bellowing	of	bullfinches
a drove of bullocks
an army of caterpillars

a clowder or glaring of cats
a herd or drove of cattle
a brood or clutch or peep of chickens
a chattering or clattering of choughs
a rag or rake of colts
a covert of coots
a herd of cranes
a bask of crocodiles
a murder of crows
a litter of cubs
a herd of curlew
a cowardice of curs
a herd or mob of deer
a pack or kennel of dogs
a school of dolphins
a trip of dotterel
a	flight	or	dole	or	piteousness	of	doves
a raft or bunch or paddling of ducks on water
a safe of ducks on land
a	fling	of	dunlins
a herd or parade of elephants
a gang or herd of elk
a busyness of ferrets
a	charm	or	chirm	of	finches
a	shoal	or	run	of	fish
a	swarm	or	cloud	of	flies
a skulk of foxes
a gaggle of geese on land
a	skein	or	team	or	wedge	of	geese	in	flight
a herd of giraffes
a cloud of gnats
a	flock	or	herd	or	trip	of	goats
a band of gorillas
a pack or covey of grouse
a down or mute or husk of hares
a cast of hawks
a siege of herons
a bloat of hippopotami
a drove or string or stud or team of horses
a pack or cry or kennel of hounds
a	flight	or	swarm	of	insects
a	fluther	or	smack	or	jellyfish
a mob or troop of kangaroos
a kindle or litter of kittens
a desert of lapwing
an exaltation or a bevy of larks
a leap or lepe of leopards
a pride or sawt of lions
a tiding of magpies
a sord or suit of mallard
a stud of mares
a richesse of martens
a labour of moles
a troop of monkeys
a barren of mules
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a watch of nightingales
a yoke of oxen
a pandemonium of parrots
a covey of partridges
a muster of peacocks
a muster or parcel or rookery of penguins
a head or nye of pheasants
a	kit	of	pigeons	flying	together
a litter or herd of pigs
a stand or wing or congregation of plovers
a	rush	or	flight	of	pochards
a pod or school or herd or turmoil of porpoises
a covey of ptarmigan
a litter of pups
a bevy or drift of quail
a string of racehorses
an unkindness of ravens
a crash of rhinoceros
a bevy of roes
a parliament or building of rooks
a hill of ruffs
a pod or herd or rookery of seals
a	flock	or	herd	or	trip	or	mob	of	sheep
a dopping of sheldrake
a wisp or walk of snipe
a host of sparrows
a murmuration of starlings
a	flight	of	swallows
a game of swans; a wedge of swans in the air
a drift or herd or sounder of swine
a spring of teal
a knot of toads
a hover of trout
a rafter of turkeys
a bale or turn of turtles
a bunch or knob or raft of waterfowl
a school or pod or herd or gam of whales
a company or trip of wigeon
a sounder of wild boar
a destruction of wild cats
a	team	of	wild	ducks	in	flight
a bunch or trip or plump or knob (less than 30) 
of wildfowl
a drift of wild pigs
a pack or rout of wolves
a fall of woodcock
a descent of woodpeckers
a herd of wrens
a zeal of zebras
 
The Secret Of 60 Years Of Marriage
There was once a man and woman who had 
been married for more than 60 years. They 
had shared everything. They had talked about 
everything. They kept no secrets from each other 

-- except that the old woman had a shoebox 
in the top of her closet that she cautioned her 
husband never to open or ask her about.
For all of these years, he had never thought 
about the box, but one day the little old woman 
got very sick and the doctor said she would not 
recover. In trying to sort out their affairs, the little 
old man took down the shoebox and took it to his 
wife’s bedside. She agreed that it was time that 
he should know what was in the box. When he 
opened it, he found two crocheted doilies and a 
stack of money totaling $25,000.
“When we were to be married,” she said, 
explaining the contents of the box, “my 
grandmother told me the secret of a happy 
marriage was to never argue. She told me that if 
I ever got angry with you, I should just keep quiet 
and crochet a doily.”
The	little	old	man	was	so	moved,	he	had	to	fight	
back tears.
 Only two precious doilies were in the box. She 
had only been angry with him two times in all 
those years of living and loving! He almost burst 
with happiness.
“Honey,” he said “that explains the doilies, but 
what about all of this money? Where did it come 
from?”
“Oh,” she said, “that’s the money I made from 
selling the doilies.”

A little silver-haired lady calls her neighbour 
and says, “Please come over here and help me. 
I	have	a	killer	jigsaw	puzzle,	and	I	can’t	figure	out	
how to get started.”
Her neighbour asks, “What is it supposed to be 
when	it’s	finished?”
The little silver haired lady says, “According to 
the picture on the box, it’s a rooster.”
Her neighbour decides to go over and help with 
the puzzle.
She lets him in and shows him where she has 
the puzzle spread all over the table.
He studies the pieces for a moment, then looks 
at the box, then turns to her and says,
“First of all, no matter what we do, we’re not 
going to be able to assemble these pieces into 
anything resembling a rooster.”
He takes her hand and says, “Secondly, I want 
you to relax. Let ‘s have a nice cup of tea, and 
then,” he said with a deep sigh.....
“Let’s put all the Corn Flakes back in the box.”
 
One Liners of Merit
If Fed Ex and UPS were to merge, would they 
call it Fed UP?
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I	believe	five	out	of	four	people	have	trouble	with	
fractions.
If quitters never win, and winners never quit, 
what fool came up with, “Quit while you’re 
ahead?”
Do PG Tips Tea employees take coffee breaks?
I was thinking that women should put pictures of 
missing husbands on beer cans.
I was thinking about how people seem to read 
the Bible a whole lot more as they get older, then 
it dawned on me . . . they were cramming for 
their	finals.
Never agree to plastic surgery if the doctor’s 
office	is	full	of	portraits	by	Picasso.
How much deeper would oceans be if sponges 
didn’t live there?
If it’s true that we are here to help others, then 
what exactly are the OTHERS here for?
STRESSED spelled backwards is DESSERTS.
You never really learn to swear until you learn to 
drive.
Clones are people two.
If a man says something in the woods and there 
are no women there, is he still wrong?
No one ever says “It’s only a game,” when their 
team is winning.
If you can’t be kind, at least have the decency to 
be vague.
Ever wonder what the speed of lightning would 
be if it didn’t zigzag?
Nostalgia isn’t what it used to be.
Think “honk” if you’re telepathic.
Last night I played a blank tape at full blast. The 
mime next door went nuts.
If a person with multiple personalities threatens 
suicide, is that considered a hostage situation?

Murphy’s Technology Laws
You can never tell which way the train went by 
looking at the track.
Logic is a systematic method of coming to the 
wrong	conclusion	with	confidence.
Whenever a system becomes completely 
defined,	some	damn	fool	discovers	something	
which either abolishes the system or expands it 
beyond recognition.
Technology is dominated by those who manage 
what they do not understand.
If builders built buildings the way programmers 
wrote	programs,	then	the	first	woodpecker	that	
came along would destroy civilization.
The	opulence	of	the	front	office	decor	varies	
inversely with the fundamental solvency of the 
firm.
The attention span of a computer is only as long 

as its electrical cord.
An expert is one who knows more and more 
about less and less until he knows absolutely 
everything about nothing.
Tell a man there are 300 billion stars in the 
universe and he’ll believe you. Tell him a bench 
has wet paint on it and he’ll have to touch to be 
sure.
All great discoveries are made by mistake.
Always draw your curves, then plot your reading.
Nothing ever gets built on schedule or within 
budget.
All’s well that ends.
A meeting is an event at which the minutes are 
kept and the hours are lost.
The	first	myth	of	management	is	that	it	exists.
A failure will not appear till a unit has passed 
final	inspection.
New systems generate new problems.
To err is human, but to really foul things up 
requires a computer.
We don’t know one millionth of one percent 
about anything.
Any given program, when running, is obsolete.
Any	sufficiently	advanced	technology	is	
indistinguishable from magic.
A computer makes as many mistakes in two 
seconds as 20 men working 20 years make.
The faster a computer is, the faster it will reach a 
crashed state.
Nothing motivates a man more than to see his 
boss putting in an honest day’s work.
Some people manage by the book, even though 
they don’t know who wrote the book or even 
what book.
The primary function of the design engineer is 
to	make	things	difficult	for	the	fabricator	and	
impossible for the serviceman.
To spot the expert, pick the one who predicts the 
job will take the longest and cost the most.
After all is said and done, a hell of a lot more is 
said than done.
Any circuit design must contain at least one 
part which is obsolete, two parts which are 
unobtainable and three parts which are still 
under development.
A complex system that works is invariably found 
to have evolved from a simple system that 
works.
If mathematically you end up with the incorrect 
answer, try multiplying by the page number.
Computers are unreliable, but humans are even 
more unreliable. Any system which depends on 
human reliability is unreliable.
Give all orders verbally. Never write anything 
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down that might go into a “Pearl Harbor File.”
Under the most rigorously controlled conditions 
of pressure, temperature, volume, humidity, and 
other variables the organism will do as it damn 
well pleases.
If you can’t understand it, it is intuitively obvious.
The more cordial the buyer’s secretary, the 
greater the odds that the competition already has 
the order.
In designing any type of construction, no overall 
dimension can be totalled correctly after 4:30 
p.m. on Friday. The correct total will become self-
evident at 8:15 a.m. on Monday.
Fill what’s empty. Empty what’s full. And scratch 
where it itches.
All things are possible except skiing through a 
revolving door.
The only perfect science is hind-sight.
Work smarder and not harder and be careful of 
yor speling.
If it’s not in the computer, it doesn’t exist.
If an experiment works, something has gone 
wrong.
When all else fails, read the instructions.
If there is a possibility of several things going 
wrong the one that will cause the most damage 
will be the one to go wrong.
Everything that goes up must come down.
Any instrument when dropped will roll into the 
least accessible corner.
Any simple theory will be worded in the most 
complicated way.
Build a system that even a fool can use and only 
a fool will want to use it.
The degree of technical competence is inversely 
proportional to the level of management.

Government contracts
Three	contractors	are	bidding	to	fix	a	broken	wall	
at 10 Downing Street ; one comes from London , 
another from Bristol and the third, Liverpool .. 
They	go	with	a	government	official	to	examine	
the wall. 
The London contractor takes out a tape measure 
and does some measuring, then works some 
figures	with	a	pencil.	
‘Well’,	he	says,	‘I	figure	the	job	will	run	about	
£900: £400 for materials, £400 for my crew and 
£100	profit	for	me.’
The Bristol contractor also does some measuring 
and	figuring,	and	then	says,	‘I	can	do	this	job	for	
£700: £300 for materials, £300 for my crew and 
£100	profit	for	me.’	
The Liverpool contractor doesn’t measure or 
figure	but	leans	over	to	the	Government	official	

and whispers, “£2,700.” 
The	official,	incredulous,	says,	‘You	didn’t	even	
measure like the other guys! How did you come 
up	with	such	a	high	figure?’
The Liverpool contractor whispers back, ‘£1000 
for me, £1000 for you, and we hire the guy from 
Bristol	to	fix	the	wall.’	
‘Done!’	replies	the	government	official.	
And that friends, ...... is how it all works.
 
Monday selection box
When I was ready to check out and pay for my 
groceries the cashier said, “Strip down, facing 
me.”
Making a mental note so I could complain to 
my local MP about this running amok security 
rubbish, I did just as she had instructed.
After	the	shrieking	and	hysterical	remarks	finally	
subsided, I found out that she was referring to 
how I should position my credit card.

A recent article in the Kentucky Post reported 
that a woman, one Anne Maynard, has sued St 
Luke’s hospital, saying that after her husband 
was treated there recently, he had lost all interest 
in intimate relations with her.
A hospital spokesman replied, “Mr. Maynard was 
actually admitted in Ophthalmology - all we did 
was correct his eyesight...
  
A man invites his friend back home for 
dinner. The wife screams at him . . .”I’ve not 
done my hair, not done my make-up, not done 
any housework, not done the dishes & can’t be 
bothered with cooking!  What did you invite him 
around for?”
“Because he’s thinking of getting married.”

I asked God for a bike, but I know God doesn’t 
work that way. So I stole a bike and asked for 
forgiveness. 
  
Do not argue with an idiot. He will drag you 
down to his level and beat you with experience. 

I want to die peacefully in my sleep, like my 
grandfather. Not screaming and yelling like the 
passengers in his car. 

_______________________________________

If you would like to contribute jokes for 
Helen’s Howers, email Margaret Bickle on 
helenshowlers@gmail.com
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More funnies from schoolwork
Religious studies

I asked my mum why we said ‘old men’ at the end of prayers at school, I don’t know any 
old men apart from grandpa.

Maths

The total is when you add up all the numbers, and a remainder is an animal that pulls 
Santa on his sleigh.

Drama

In last year’s Christmas concert, Linzi played the main prat. I played one of the smaller 
prats and I would like to play a bigger prat this year. 

Maths

I would like to be an accountant but you have to know a lot about moths. 

Maths

If it is less than 90 degrees it is a cute angel.

Drama

... and at the end of the show we all sing away in a manager. 

Geography

In geography we learned that countries with sea round them are islands and ones without 
sea are incontinents.

History

In wartime, children who lived in big cities had to be evaporated because it was safer in 
the country. 

History

Then Joan of Ark met her end. She was burned as a steak. 
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Each clue consists of three words which have a fourth in common. Find 
the missing link. For example: STALK / BROAD / BAKED... All these 
words are linked with the word BEAN (BEAN STALK / BROAD BEAN / 
BAKED BEAN). No two answers should be the same. Have fun!

1.  CUB / SEA / TAMER
2.  CRAB / PEARL / SAUCE
3.  HUMAN / MOTHER / TRAIL
4.  METER / TEAR / RING
5.  ELECTRICITY / MAID / PARKING
6.  NOON / SHOCK / SOUGHT
7.  ASSURED / FOOT / ARM
8.  FALSE / MARKS / MILK
9.  SPOKEN / POST / LOOK
10.  CHEST / DOUGH / PEA
11.  BIRD / FIGHTER / SAFETY
12.  CHILD / FATHER / WINK
13.  COST / PRICE / KITCHEN
14.  DESERT / POISON / RACE
15.  MOUSE / ORTHODOX / SERVICE
16.  SWEET / BEAT / FELT
17.  FUND / UNIT / WORTHY
18.  STANDING / MAIL / FORM
19.  DOWN / OFF / UNDER
20.  ROOM / SEARCH / TRACTION 
21.  OUT / OVER / SLEIGH
22.  BOOK / COLLECTOR / BACK
23.  FAIR / HAD / SAID
24.  BOOK / CHINESE / JIGSAW
25.  UNDER / WARRANT / WRONGFUL

With thanks to John Bedlington and Long Marton Church

Missing Links Quiz
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We have the kind permission of the head of operations at the Freeman Hospital to print 
our own parking permits for LIVErNORTH activities in the LIVErNEWS. This means that 
parking whilst attending our meetings is free but there are some conditions and the use of 
the system is to be closely monitored. We must use the multi storey car park at the rear 
of the hospital, and we must display a permit for the appropriate day in the windscreen. 
Failure	to	do	so	could	mean	a	fine.

Here are your parking permits for the next few meetings - cut out the ones you want 
and ensure they are on show when you park. For lunchtime PBC meetings, please let Tilly 
have your car registration number two weeks before the meeting, which she has to pass 
on to Security. Then you can park in the multi-storey as for the evening meetings. If you do 
not	pass	on	your	car	registration	you	are	likely	to	be	fined.	If	you	park	in	the	main	car	park,	
you will have to pay the parking charge. 

Important! Parking Permits

Valid only on 11 September 2013
from 18.00 to 21.30

Meeting in 137/138 Level 1

Valid only on 28 September 2013
from 11.30 - 17.30

Meeting in 137/138 Level 1

Valid only on 23 October 2013
from 18.00 to 21.30

Meeting in 137/138 Level 1

Valid only on 8 December 2013
from 13.30 to 17.30

Meeting in Freeman Chapel
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Marcus Hearn  0207 7393444
Norwich Union Direct* 0800 121007
RIAS*   0800 552100
SAGA   0800 0964556
Sainsbury’s  0845 3161453
Sladdin & Co Ltd.  0800 7313989
Tesco Insurance  0845 3008800

www.the-life-insurance.co.uk

* not TX patients - check with others also.

____________________________

Next LIVErNEWS

If you have ideas, jokes or articles, 
please send them in! Margaret Bickle 
is the Howlers editor (helenshowlers@
gmail.com). Any other items can be 
sent	to	me	(fiona@fionahale.com)	or	
John (info@livernorth.org.uk). 

Any items for Issue 46 (Autumn 2013) 
should be sent to me by 31 August, 
2013. 

Fiona Hale
fiona@fionahale.com

Travel insurance is a big issue for 
many LIVErNORTH members. We 
are currently looking for someone 
with insurance expertise to help 
us to put together a LIVErNORTH 
leaflet	on	insurance	for	people	with	
liver disease. In the meantime, 
we have had recent reports from 
members of being able to get 
reasonably priced holiday cover 
from the following companies:

www.miaonline.co.uk 01268 782745
Post	Office	 	 0800	1699999
JLT   0845 6886005

In the past we have also 
had reports of success from 
the following companies. But 
beware! We’ve had a lot of people 
mentioning that some of these 
numbers no longer work, or that 
they were refused cover (or offered 
it at vast cost). Please, if you have 
any feedback about insurance 
companies, whether good or bad, 
let us know! We’ll share the news 
in this column. 

Able2travel  0870 7506711
Age Concern  0845 6012234
Bib Insurance Brokers 01325 353888
www.bibinsurance.co.uk
FirstAssist Insurance 0800 1694078
City Bond  0117 9246877
Churchills*  0800 200388
CNA   01452 623623
Direct Travel*  08000 681603
Freedom  01223 454290
Intune (Croydon)  0800 0223192
Jardine/Lloyd Thompson 0121 2246934
Leisure Care Insurance 01793 514199

Insurance
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CONTACT NUMBERS
LIVErNORTH

FREEPOST NEA2762
STANLEY Co. DURHAM DH9 0BR

www.livernorth.org.uk
Tel & Fax 0191 3702961
info@livernorth.org.uk

Addenbrookes Liver 
Transplant Association (ALTA)

David Hyde, chairman@alta.org.uk
01480 891454

 Jennifer Aspland
secretary@alta.org.uk

01353 721168

Gift of Life - Derby Liver Support Group
(for transplants and liver disease)

Contact: Sister Gerri Casey
0133 234 0131 bleep 1926

Haemochromatosis Society
Janet Fernau

Tel 020 8449 1363
info@haemochromatosis.org.uk
www.haemochromatosis.org.uk

Haemochromatosis West Midlands 
Support Group

Kieran Lynch, Coordinator
Telephone; 0121 457 8986 

info@HaemochromatosisWM.org.uk 
www.HaemochromatosisWM.org.uk

Helping Hands Support Group 
(BATH)

Helpline 01225 834966
helpinghandsblt@yahoo.com

Mersey Liver Support Group Tel 
0151 2207066/ 2289866

or 01772 496987
leeandalan@aol.com

Norfolk & Norwich Liver 
Support Group

Secretary: Marjorie Dingle                                                                                                       
Telephone: 01362 695624

marjorie.dingle@hotmail.com

Obstetric Cholestasis 
Support Group

jennychambersoc@aol.com or via 
the website

www.ocsupport.org.uk

PSC Support
Martine Walmsley

chair@pscsupport.org.uk
www.pscsupport.org.uk

www.pscnews.co.uk

Somerset Liver Patient 
Support Group

David
Tel & Fax 01823 662669

davidjgill2002@yahoo.co.uk

British Liver Trust
Tel: 01425 481320

Medical helpline: 0800 652 7330
www.britishlivertrust.org.uk
info@britishlivertrust.org.uk
www.britishlivertrust.org.uk

To receive a regular FREE copy of the newsletter please contact LIVErNORTH 
(details above)



 
  JOAN  0191 3702961
  TILLY  01670 714901
  JULIE  0191 4873665
  SYLVIA  01661 881020
  SUSAN  01207 271707
  ANN   0191 4131827
  ALAN  0191 4821802
  

for alcoholism ring:

  MICHAEL 01228 810598

Information available online: www.livernorth.org.uk

LIVErNORTH is a Registered Charity (No 1087226)



LIVErNORTH meeting dates
Meetings are open to all liver patients and 

those who support them.  

11 Sept 7pm  Managing fatigue in clinical practice
   Prof Julia Newton

28 Sept 1pm  LIVErNORTH Autumn Fair

23 Oct 7pm NAFLD
   Dr Pete Thelwell

10 Nov 3pm Transplant/Donor Families 
   Thanksgiving Service 
   St George’s Chuch, Jesmond

8 Dec 2.30 LIVErNORTH Carol Service
   Freeman Chapel

11 Dec 6.30 LIVErNORTH Christmas Dinner
   Freeman Dining Room

Free parking tokens for LIVErNORTH meetings at the 
Freeman are on p. 42

PBC meeting dates
1	Oct		 12-2	 Dr.	Laura	Griffiths,	Bishop	Auckland
5 Nov 12-2 Prof. Julia Newton, Freeman Hospital

More details about meetings inside on pages 6 and 7


